Linkage for platelet monoamine oxidase (MAO) activity: results from a replication sample.
Monoamine oxidase B (MAO-B) degrades catecholamines in presynaptic nerve endings and is also active in platelets. There is evidence to suggest that platelet MAO-B activity level is controlled by a major genetic locus distinct from the structural gene on the X chromosome. To expand on a prior report, new linkage analyses for platelet MAO-B activity have been performed on the previously analyzed sample (designated the initial sample), on a new sample of families (the replication sample), and on the combined sample. These families were recruited as part of the Collaborative Study on the Genetics of Alcoholism (COGA). The initial sample consists of 105 extended families providing 1002 nonindependent (412 independent) sib pairs that have been phenotyped for MAO activity and genotyped. The replication sample of 157 extended families contains 608 nonindependent (309 independent) phenotyped and genotyped sib pairs. Analyses were conducted using Haseman-Elston based regression on sib pairs and variance component analysis on extended pedigrees, and the importance of cigarette smoking and gender as covariates of platelet MAO-B activity was taken into account. Regions on chromosomes 2, 9, and 12 indicated consistent evidence for linkage across the two distinct datasets by at least one analysis method. Under Haseman-Elston regression of independent sib pairs, only the chromosome 2 region gave lod scores above 1 in both the initial and replication samples. Using all possible pairs, unweighted, for the regression, chromosome 12 gave lod scores above 1 in both samples. For variance component analysis, only the chromosome 9 region gave lod scores above 1 in both samples. The consistency across datasets of these findings is encouraging. In particular, variance component analysis of extended pedigrees supports a potential linkage of MAO-B activity to chromosome 9, with a lod over 3 at 115 cM near D9S261 in the combined sample. Sib-pair regression supports this finding with modest lod scores in the region. Suggestive linkage to chromosomes 2 and 12 from sib-pair analysis is only weakly supported by variance component analysis.